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Introduction

Recent advances in the synthesis and transfer of 
two-dimensional (2D) materials have enabled the 
fabrication of macroscopically large though atomically 
thin freestanding nanosheets (see, e.g. [1, 2]).  
Therewith, perforated nanosheets have emerged as 
highly attractive materials for implementations in 
osmosis [3], fast material separation in the gaseous 
[4] and the liquid state [5, 6] as well as in studies 
of new physical phenomena including molecular 
translocation [7] or diffraction [8]. Despite these 
advances, the area of materials separation, for instance, 
is still dominated by macroscopically thick membranes 
[9], although nanomembranes of 2D materials can 
provide significantly higher mass transport rates 
and a lower energy consumption [10, 11]. One of the 
challenges here is the production of nanomembranes 
with well-defined nanopores including their shapes, 
sizes and spatial distribution. At present, mostly 2D 
nanomembranes with random nanopores have been 
investigated [12, 13], although regular nanopore arrays 
are advantageous for both fundamental studies and 

applications [5]. For the generation of nanopores in 2D 
materials, electrochemical [14], plasma etching [15] 
techniques or block-copolymer templates [16] can be 
used; however, these techniques do not intrinsically 
provide any control over the spatial distribution or 
the precise shapes of the generated nanopores. While 
substantial progress has been made in nanopatterning 
of 2D materials on solid substrates (see, e.g. [17–19]),  
the preparing of nanopatterned suspended 2D 
materials remains challenging. Regular nanopore 
arrays in 2D materials can be produced with serial 
methods like focused ion beam (FIB) milling [5, 8, 20] 
or milling with a helium ion microscope (HIM) [21]; 
however, such serial methods only provide a limited 
throughput. Therefore, there is a high demand for new 
parallel methods to pattern 2D nanomembranes on 
the nanoscale, which also allow to form suspended 2D 
nanostructures.

Methods

In this work, we apply extreme UV interference 
lithography (EUV-IL) [22, 23] to pattern 2D 
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Abstract
Two-dimensional materials, such as graphene, molecular nanosheets, hexagonal boron nitride 
or transition metal dichalcogenides have recently attracted substantial interest due to their 
potential use in electronics, chemical and biological sensors, nanooptics, and catalysis. For most 
of these applications, the functional nanostructures have to be prepared lithographically. In this 
respect, extreme ultraviolet interference lithography provides both high-resolution patterning 
with an ultimate limit in the sub-10 nm range and high throughput capability. Here we present 
the preparation of nanopatterned 1 nm thick freestanding molecular nanosheets—carbon 
nanomembranes (CNMs)—and single layer graphene employing this method and their 
characterization with a helium ion microscope. We demonstrate periodic arrays of suspended 
nanostructures of CNMs and graphene including nanoribbons with width between 20 nm and 
500 nm and nanomeshes with openings between 140 nm and 300 nm and mesh lines down to 90 nm.
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nanosheets and prepare their freestanding structures. 
Using a wavelength of 13.5 nm, EUV-IL enables a 
large area nanopatterning with sub-10 nm resolution 
[24] simultaneously being a highly parallel technique 
with a potential for high throughput nanofabrication 
[22, 23]. Employing EUV-IL, we nanopattern 
graphene monolayers grown by chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD) on Cu foils [25, 26] and carbon 
nanomembranes (CNMs) made by electron beam 
induced crosslinking of aromatic self-assembled 
monolayers [1], which are examples of ultimately thin 
carbon nanosheets. To this end, we apply resist-based 
patterning in combination with reactive ion etching 
(RIE) to introduce dot and hole patterns into CNMs 
and graphene and to engineer nanoribbons within 
dimensions from 20 to 500 nm. Subsequently, the 
generated nanostructures are prepared as freestanding 
objects on supporting grids. We characterize the 
supported and suspended nanostructures in CNMs 
and graphene with a HIM. This microscopy technique 
is especially well-suited for imaging 2D materials and 
in particular freestanding nanosheets as it provides 
high surface sensitivity, large depth of field and 
efficient charge compensation [27, 28].

A schematic representation of the fabrication of 
patterned nanosheets by EUV-IL is shown in figure 1. 
Initially, the graphene or CNM on a substrate is cov-
ered with a photoresist layer, figure 1(a). Subsequently, 
the sample is exposed to an interference pattern of EUV 
photons and the photoresist is developed, figures 1(b) 
and (c). Then, the photoresist pattern is transferred 
into the underlying 2D material via RIE, figure 1(e), 
and finally the resist is dissolved, figure 1(f). To form 
freestanding nanosheets, the patterned nanomem-
branes are transferred onto supporting substrates (e.g. 
grids) using the polymer assisted transfer [29, 30].

As EUV irradiation induces the crosslinking of 
the precursor self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) in a 
similar way as their irradiation with low-energy elec-
trons [1], it was demonstrated in a previous work [31] 
that nanopatterned CNMs can be prepared in a resist-
free process by means of EUV-IL. However, in this pro-
cess very high irradiation doses of ~50 J cm−2 have to 
be applied [31]. These doses exceed the respective val-
ues for a typical photoresist by a factor of ~1000 [27]. 
Such long exposure times lead to blurring effects in the 
resulting structures due to a mechanical and thermal 
drift of the lithographic equipment over time, which 
restricts the achievable resolution and reproducibility 
as well as limits the throughput. By employing the pat-
terning of a photoresist layer with subsequent pattern 
transfer by RIE, this effect can be significantly reduced. 
Note that also for graphene some resist-free nanopat-
terning techniques, e.g. based on atomic force micros-
copy (AFM) have been developed [32]. Although these 
techniques can provide a high resolution, their tech-
nological implementation is largerly hindered due to 
their serial nature.

To obtain a reliable nanopatterning of CNMs and 
graphene, EUV irradiation doses were optimized for 
different EUV diffraction masks using poly (methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA) as a photoresist. The optim-
ized doses, evaluated from the pattern transfer into the 
photoresist, are listed in SI table 1, where they are also 
compared with the values required for the resist-free 
nanopatterning of CNMs with similar EUV diffrac-
tion masks. Typical doses for the resist-based nano-
patterning were found to be in the range of 20–1000  
mJ cm−2, depending on the efficiency of the applied 
mask. Next, to achieve a reliable pattern transfer into 
the 2D materials via RIE, the respective doses were 
optimized considering such effects like a precise pat-
tern transfer as well as modifications of the photore-
sist like its hardening or thinning. In this way, various 
nanostructures have been transferred into CNMs and 
graphene as reported below.

Experimental

To form SAMs, Au/mica substrates (300 nm, Georg 
Albert PVD) were introduced for 72 h into a ~1 mM 
solution of 4′-nitro-1,1′-biphenyl-4-thiol (NBPT, 
99%, Taros) in N′N-dimethylformamide (DMF, 
Alfa Aesar, 99.8%, water free). After formation of the 
SAM, the samples were rinsed with DMF several times 
and blown dry in an argon stream. The formed SAM 
then was irradiated with electrons of 100 eV kinetic 
energy and a dose of 50 mC cm−2 under high vacuum 
conditions (1  ×  10−8 mbar). This converts the SAM 
into a CNM by a well-established electron beam 
induced crosslinking process [33].

The graphene samples were grown in a CVD pro-
cess on Cu foils (Alpha Aesar, thickness 25 μm, 99.8%) 
in a tube furnace at 1  ×  10−3 mbar base pressure (Gero 
F40-200) [25, 26]. The Cu foils were cleaned for 15 min 
in acetic acid (97%), for 1 min in isopropanol and sub-
sequently were dried in an Ar stream. To remove the 
oxide layer from the substrate, they were annealed for 
3 h at 1015 °C in a H2 flow (50 cm3 min−1). To grow the 
graphene, a mixture of 70 cm3 min−1 CH4 (purity 4.5) 
and 10 cm3 min−1 H2 was introduced into the furnace 
for 15 min. For rapid cooling of the samples, the heat-
ing zone of the oven was moved away from the samples 
while keeping the precursor gases flowing.

To transfer graphene, an established PMMA 
assisted protocol was applied [29, 30]. To this end,  
a PMMA layer (100 nm, 50 kDa, All-Resist, AR-P 
671.04) was spin coated onto the graphene/Cu foil 
samples and hardened for 10 min at 90 °C. This pro-
cedure was followed by spin coating a second thicker 
PMMA layer (200 nm, 950 kDa, All-Resist, AR-P 
679.04) and the subsequent hardening for 10 min at 
90 °C. To release the graphene, the Cu foil was etched 
by floating it for 3 h on a bath of ammonium persul-
fate solution (Sigma Aldrich, 2.5%). The etching step 
was followed by several washing steps with ultrapure 
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water to remove the residual etching solution. In order 
to perform EUV-IL, graphene samples were trans-
ferred either on flat SiO2/Si or Au/mica substrates. The 
PMMA layer was removed by immersing the samples 
in acetone for 2 h.

The transfer of CNMs was carried out in the same 
way as for the graphene, however, a different etching 
solution (I2/KI/H2O in mass proportion of 1:4:10) was 
used to remove the Au layer. The Au layer was cleaved 
from mica in a well established process of water dip-
ping of one of the sample edges [26].

To characterize the quality of graphene after the 
transfer, Raman spectroscopy has been conducted 
on graphene samples transferred on SiO2. A typical 
Raman spectrum is shown in figure S1 (stacks.iop.org/
TDM/6/021002/mmedia). A small D peak at the detec-
tion limit (D/G ~ 0.1) can be observed, indicating a low 
amount of microscopic defects in the graphene. The 
2D/G ratio is ~2.4. The Raman spectra were taken in 
backscattering mode with a Bruker Senterra spectro-
meter. It was operated at with a frequency-doubled 
Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm, a 50  ×  objective and a thermo-
electrically cooled CCD detector. The system’s spectral 
resolution is 2–3 cm−1. For peak shift calibration of the 
instrument, the Si peak at 520.7 cm−1 was used.

The EUV-IL has been conducted at the beamline 
XIL-II of the Swiss Light Source. The beamline has 
an undulator source filtered by a pinhole to produce 
spatially coherent light with a wavelength of 13.5 nm, 
which allows for resolutions down to 7 nm [24, 34, 35]. 
For this technique, Cr transmission gratings on Si3Ni4 

membranes were used to diffract the EUV beam. Their 
fabrication process is described elsewhere [22]. The 
masks carry two or four fields with gratings. The inter-
ference patterns of the diffracted beams were used to 
irradiate the samples, leading to line patterns and dot/
hole patterns on an area of up to 1  ×  1 mm2. Especially 
for large area periodic structures, this technique is 
well suited. In this work, we have used standard pho-
toresists to reduce limitations occurring when direct  
patterning methods are applied. As a positive-tone 
photoresist PMMA (600 kDa, AR-P 661.09, dissolved 
in chlorobenzene, All-Resist) and a high-resolution 
negative-tone photoresist hydrogen silsesquiox-
ane (HSQ, XR-1541, Dow Corning) have been used. 
PMMA was spincoated at 3000 min−1 for 45 s result-
ing in a thickness of about 1000 nm, while HSQ was 
spincoated at 5000 min−1 for 60 s (thickness ~35 nm). 
These resist layers subsequently were patterned via 
EUV-IL with irradiation doses in the range of 20–100 
mJ cm−2. The resist layers were developed in methyl-
isobutylketone (PMMA) or a NaOH buffered devel-
oper (HSQ, Microposit 351, Dow Corning), respec-
tively. Structures in the photoresist subsequently were 
transferred into the respective 2D material via RIE in 
an oxygen plasma, while the photoresist layer after-
wards was dissolved in acetone (PMMA) or a buffered 
oxide etch bath (HSQ), respectively.

For the preparation of freestanding nanostruc-
tures of CNMs and graphene, the samples (PMMA/
CNM or PMMA/graphene) were placed on transmis-
sion electron microscopy grids (Cu 400 mesh, different 

a)

b)

c)

f)

e)

d)

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the nanopatterning process based on EUV-IL. (a) The 2D material (black) on a substrate 
(yellow, in our experiment Au) is spin-coated with a photoresist layer (turquoise). (b) The photoresist is irradiated with the EUV 
interference pattern and subsequently developed (c). Then the structure is induced into the underlying material via RIE (d). 
Finally, the photoresist is dissolved (e). The structure then can be transferred onto a holey substrate (f) to prepare a self-supporting, 
perforated sheet (four-beam interference mask) or an array of nanoribbons (two-beam interference mask, not shown).
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support films, Plano) using the same transfer proto-
col as for the transfer onto solid substrates. The only 
difference in this process is that for the removal of the 
PMMA support film the acetone was exchanged with 
CO2 in a critical point dryer (Autosamdri 815, Tousi-
mis). Using this method, ruptures in the samles can be 
avoided, which otherwise are known to occur due to 
the surface tension of the evaporating acetone.

The samples were imaged with a HIM (Orion 
plus, Carl Zeiss) at 35 kV using the secondary electron 
detector. An aperture of 10 μm with spot control 4 was 
used, resulting in beam cur rents of typically 5 pA. Most 
images were taken with line integration of 64 lines and 
an integration time of 1 μs at a working distance of 
20 mm. Some images were also taken without an aver-
aging mechanism and an integration time of 50 μs.

Results and discussion

In the following, we present results on the fabrication 
and characterization of nanopatterned freestanding 
CNMs and graphene nanosheets. Figure 2 shows HIM 
images of some typical examples of CNMs patterned 
via EUV-IL with feature sizes varying from about 20 to 

130 nm. In figures 2(a) and (b) we present structures 
where the same diffraction mask was used to prepare 
both a 100 nm hole pattern or a 100 nm dot pattern 
with a periodicity of 225  ±  10 nm each in CNMs  
by adjusting the irradiation dose from 20 mJ cm−2  
to 40 mJ cm−2. An example of a two-beam inter-
ference pattern, resulting in CNM nanoribbons of  
125  ±  10 nm width having a periodicity of 350  ± 
10 nm is shown in figure 2(c). For these strucrtures, 
PMMA was employed as a photoresist. In order to 
obtain smaller structures, we employed HSQ as a 
standard negative photoresist established for high-
resolution lithography [36]. Using HSQ, we were able 
to fabricate nanoribbon patterns of widths down to 
~20 nm in CNMs (figures 2(d) and (e)). We have found 
that these nanoribbons possess a high mechanical 
stability and can be transferred onto arbitrary 
substrates including TEM grids, where they are freely 
suspended over large areas. Interestingly, we observed 
that the nanopatterns of CNMs on solid substrates 
typically showed some photoresist residues, whereas on 
the suspended CNM structures these are significantly 
reduced. We attribute this observation to the fact that 
the photoresist from suspended nanostructures was 

Figure 2. HIM images of different nanostructured CNMs on Au/mica: (a) 100  ±  10 nm holes in CNM with a periodicity of 
225  ±  10 nm. (b) 100  ±  10 nm dots of CNM with the same periodicity and prepared with the same interference mask but using a 
different irradiation dose as in (a). (c) 125  ±  10 nm wide nanoribbons of CNM. (d) 50  ±  5 nm wide and (e) 22  ±  3 nm wide CNM 
nanoribbons. An image analysis shows low relative deviations of the structure sizes of ~10% for the structures in (d) and (e).
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more effectively removed in a critical point dryer 
used for the preparation of freestanding nanosheets 
(see Experimental). Most probably, the treatment at 
the critical point of CO2 promotes a more effective 
removal of photoresist residues. This observation may 
be of importance for a variety of applications, where 
transferred or nanopatterned 2D materials are used, 
e.g. in electronics and optoelectronics. This effect 
also was observed for the preparation of graphene 
nanostructures (see below).

After the pattern transfer, the feature sizes in the 
2D materials were determined using standard image 
analysis software [37] and were compared to the 
corre sponding feature sizes in the resist layer. Using 
an optim ized RIE dose, no difference between the fea-
ture sizes in the photoresist and the 2D material was 
observed at the highest resolution of the HIM. We esti-
mate the statistical error of these measurements to be 
~3 nm. Moreover, the feature sizes are homogeneous 
over the entire area of 1  ×  1 mm² exposed to the EUV 
pattern. A statistical evaluation of different line and 
hole patterns shows that they can be produced with a 
standard deviation below 10 nm, independent of the 
measurement position and the type of features. Fur-
thermore, the reproducibility of the pattern transfer 
between different samples was quantified in a statisti-
cal evaluation of different images, and the largest devi-
ations were  ±10 nm. The edge sharpness of features 
was measured in line profiles of the microscopy images 
resulting in 8  ±  2 nm wide edges (15%–85% contrast 
value), independent of the feature sizes. Within this 
work, feature sizes between 22 nm and 500 nm have 
been realized. However, it has been found to be diffi-
cult to reach the resolution limit of the EUV-IL in the 
sub-10 nm range. Thus, we observed that the smallest 
studied features sized to 22 nm showed some inhomo-
geneity. We assume that the lithographic resolution 
can be further improved by optimizing the relevant 
parameters like, e.g. resist film thickness or the etching 
dose used for pattern transfer. However, as this work 
was not focused on the achievement of the highest res-
olution with EUV-IL but rather on the prep aration of 
freestanding nanostructures of 2D materials, such an 
optimization was not performed.

Similar to the transfer of 2D materials onto solid 
substrates [29, 30], the prepared nanopatterns can be 
transferred onto supporting grids in order to produce 
freestanding structures. The smallest obtained free-
standing features were 10 nm wide (see figures S2 and 
S3), while the openings in nanomeshes were varied 
between 140 nm and 300 nm with feature sizes down to 
90 nm. Examples of freestanding CNM nanoribbons 
of 150 nm width as well as a square shaped CNM nano-
mesh of 260  ±  5 nm wide openings and 90  ±  5 nm 
wide mesh lines are shown in figure 3. It can be clearly 
seen from figure 3 that freestanding CNM nanostruc-
tures of well-defined shape can be prepared.

Figure 3. HIM images of nanostructured freestanding 
CNMs. (a) 150  ±  5 nm wide CNM nanoribbons transferred 
onto a TEM grid with a holey lacey carbon film. Freestanding 
areas appear darker in comparison to the lacey carbon 
substrate. Insert presents a magnified area with the 
freestanding nanoribbons. The freestanding nanoribbons 
appear narrower in comparison to the supported 
nanoribbons on the lacey carbon substrate. Dashed lines are 
included to guide the eye. (b) Similar CNM nanoribbons 
as in (a) on a curved lacey carbon substrate. (c) A square 
shaped CNM nanomesh of 260  ±  5 nm wide openings and 
90  ±  5 nm wide mesh lines on a 50  ×  50 μm² wide opening 
of a metal grid. The complete sample homogeneously covers 
about 1  ×  1 mm². Insert demonstrates the mesh with a 
higher magnification.
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Figures 3(a) and (b) show nanoribbons transferred 
onto a TEM grid with a holey lacey carbon support film. 
Figure 3(a) presents a pattern of parallel  nanoribbons 
on the flat support (bright) and freestanding spanning 
the open areas (dark); the inset shows a high magni-
fication image of freestanding nanoribbons. In fig-
ure 3(b) CNM nanoribbons are imaged on a curved 
supporting film. The 1 nm thick CNM nanomesh 
presented in figure 3(c) demonstrates a remarkable 
mechanical stability with an intact freestanding area of 
2500 μm² (with exception of a few point defects) sup-
ported by a 50 μm  ×  50 μm metal grid. Note that in all 
HIM images, freestanding CNM areas appear darker 
in comparison to the supported areas, which can be 
especially well recognized in the inset to figure 3(a), 

showing an increase of contrast towards the center of 
the freestanding nanoribbons. These imaging effects 
are related to the dielectric properties of the CNMs 
resulting in their electrostatic charging upon imag-
ing with ions and therewith a lower yield of secondary 
electrons reaching the detector of the HIM [27].

As seen from figure 3(a) (inset), the width of 
the freestanding CNM nanoribbons is narrower in 
 comparison to their original width on the carbon 
support film defined by lithography. As no rolling up 
at the edges of the ribbons is seen in this high resolu-
tion image, the difference in the width is representa-
tive for the residual strain ε in the membrane given  

by ε = ∆L
L . From figure 3(a) and similar images of 

CNM nanoribbons with different width, a value  

Figure 4. HIM images of nanostructured graphene: (a) nanoribbons of graphene on SiO2 with 280  ±  10 nm width and 
220  ±  10 nm distance. (b) Graphene nanomesh with 430  ±  10 nm circular openings and 110  ±  10 nm wide graphene features on 
SiO2. (c)–(f) Freestanding graphene monolayers on holey lacey carbon support films. (c) Graphene nanomesh of 100  ±  10 nm 
width and 300  ±  10 nm spacing. (d) Graphene nanomesh with 260  ±  5 nm wide openings and graphene features of 240  ±  5 nm 
width. (e) Graphene nanomesh with 175  ±  5 nm wide openings and 90  ±  5 nm wide graphene features on an area of 50  ×  50 μm². 
(f) Higher magnification of the image in (e). To provide better contrast, the image was taken at a detector angle of 45°. The feature 
size is very homogeneous over the whole sample. A statistical evaluation gives a standard deviation of only 6%.

2D Mater. 6 (2019) 021002
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of ε  ≈  8%–10% was calculated. This value is higher 
than previously reported for the residual strain 
in CNMs [38, 39]. Using a Young’s modulus of 
E  =  10 GPa [38] and assuming a linear stress–strain 
relation, the residual stress σ = ε · E in the CNM 
nanoribbons can be estimated to be σ ≈ 1 GPa. In 
figure 3(b) it is shown that due to the strain, a curved 
supporting substrate causes CNM nanoribbons to 
roll up. In the case of a 2D pattern (figure 3(c)), the 
width of the freestanding features in the open areas 
is slightly reduced revealing their residual strain. The 
residual strain in the CNMs is caused by their forma-
tion via electron beam induced crosslinking of the 
constituting molecules in a molecular monolayer. 
During this process, the molecules in the formed 
nanosheet form a network of new covalent bonds 
resulting in their spatial rearrangement and leading 
to reduced molecular distances within the CNM in 
comparison to the pristine monolayer [40].

Similar as for the supported nanostructures (see 
figure 2), a statistical evaluation of the feature sizes 
was conducted after the preparation of freestanding 
structures, showing no significant changes in their size 
distribution. The deviations between respective fea-
tures are negligible, the variability between different 
samples is as low as ~5 nm and they show only small 
deviations from the intended structural dimensions 
also of ~5 nm. These results demonstrate that neither 
the pattern transfer by RIE nor the preparation of free-
standing nanostructures change the absolute value or 
the variability of the feature sizes.

We found out that stacking of CNM  nanoribbons 
allows to create even more complex freestanding 
structures based on the overlay of different nanopat-
terns. An example of such a structure is shown in fig-
ure S2, where two layers of CNM stripes are crossing 
at an angle of 30°. The stripes are 20  ±  5 nm wide 
and the resulting mesh has a width of 200  ×  400 nm2. 
This approach allows the preparation of various 2D 
structures not limited to the available interference 
patterns. Moreover, it was possible to prepare some 
special nanostructures of CNMs. Overexposure of 
2D diffraction masks results in structures, which 
only in one direction are mechanically connected. In 
figure S3, we show an example of garland-like struc-
tures of CNMs, which in the narrowest regions are 
only 10 nm wide and still prove to be mechanically 
stable.

We also applied the developed methodology 
to nanopattern graphene as the ultimately thin 
nanosheet. CVD grown graphene mono layers on Cu 
foils were used. As the Cu foils have a relatively rough 
surface, the graphene was transferred on SiO2 or Au 
substrates with lower substrate roughness (RMS 
0.2 nm) for nanolithography. HIM images of nano-
structured graphene on SiO2 are shown in figures 4(a) 
and (b). Similar to the CNM nanostructures, some 
residues of photoresist were found on these samples; 

however, as mentioned above, on the freestanding 
graphene sheets, after the treatment in a critical point 
dryer, these residuals have been significantly reduced.

It can be seen from figures 4(a) and (b) that the 
graphene nanoribbons and graphene nanomesh are 
superimposed with a web-like structure, which is due 
to folds in the graphene resulting from the transfer 
process. These features could not be completely elimi-
nated via RIE, however, due to their low mechanical 
stability, they are not present in the freestanding struc-
tures (figures 4(c)–(f)). The graphene nanoribbons 
have a width of 280 nm with 220 nm spacing while the 
circular holes in the graphene nanomesh are 430 nm 
wide with a distance of 570 nm between their centers. 
An analysis of the feature sizes gives a standard devia-
tion of 10 nm.

To prepare freestanding graphene structures, 
nanopatterned samples have been transferred onto 
supporting grids. In figures 4(c)–(f), we show some 
examples of such freestanding nanostructures. In fig-
ure 4(c), a square shaped graphene nanomesh with 
100 nm line width and 300 nm wide openings is pre-
sented. The standard deviation of the feature sizes is 
about 10 nm. A graphene mesh with circular openings 
of 260  ±  5 nm is shown in figure 4(d). The shortest dis-
tance between two adjacent openings is 240  ±  5 nm. 
Figure 4(e) shows that such graphene nanomeshes 
can span a supporting grid over large areas of ~2500 
μm² showing only some minor cracks due to the brit-
tleness of the graphene. The standard deviation of the 
pore sizes, as well as the deviation from the intended 
feature sizes, was measured to be ~5 nm. Such struc-
tures are found to have a homogeneous pore size dis-
tribution over the whole structured area of 1  ×  1 mm². 
For these samples, the feature sizes are found to be 
remarkably homogeneous. An analysis of the struc-
ture shown in figure 4(f) with circular graphene open-
ings of 175  ±  5 nm gives a relative standard deviation 
of only 6%. In comparison to the freestanding CNM 
nanostructures, we do not observe any shrinkage in 
the freestanding graphene structures. We attribute this 
observation to the higher Young’s modulus of gra-
phene of 1 TPa [41], which reduces the influence of 
possible residual stress in the graphene nanostructures 
on their geometrical shape.

Summary

In summary, we have demonstrated the application 
of extreme UV interference lithography (EUV-IL) 
for the nanopatterning of 1 nm thick molecular 
nanosheets (CNMs) as well as single layer graphene. 
The resulting perforated nanosheets and nanoribbons 
can be prepared as supported films on solid substrates 
as well as freestanding objects on holey supports 
and grids. The developed EUV-IL procedures 
enable the patterning of these 2D materials with 
periodic features of sizes ranging from 20 to 500 nm. 
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Helium ion microscopy is well suited for a detailed 
characterization of the created nanopatterns. CNM 
and single layer graphene nanostructures could be 
produced over areas of ~1  ×  1 mm2 with an accuracy 
of 5–10 nm. Suspended nanoribbons have been 
prepared with feature sizes down to 20 nm, while the 
smallest openings in nanomeshes were 140 nm wide. 
The freestanding nanostructured CNMs and graphene 
sheets show a remarkably high mechanical stability 
and can span areas of up to ~2500 μm². The developed 
methodology paves the way for the implementation of 
freestanding nanopatterned 2D materials in devices. 
This is not restricted to carbon-based materials but can 
be extended to a variety of other inorganic (e.g. MoS2, 
hBN) and organic (e.g. 2D polymers, metal-organic 
frameworks) nanosheets.
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